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Abstract. With the rapid growth in information access methodolo-
gies, question answering has drawn considerable attention among others.
Though question answering has emerged as an interesting new research
domain, still it is vastly concentrated on question processing and answer
extraction approaches. Latter steps like answer ranking, formulation and
presentations are not treated in depth. Weakness we found in this arena
is that answers that a particular user has acquired are not considered,
when processing new questions. As a result, current systems are not ca-
pable of linking two questions such as, ”When is the Apple founded?”
with a previously processed question ”When is the Microsoft founded ?”
generating an answer in the form of ”Apple is founded one year later
Microsoft founded, in 1976”. In this paper we present an approach to-
wards question answering to devise an answer based on the questions
already processed by the system for a particular user which is termed as
interaction history for the user. Our approach is a combination of ques-
tion processing, relation extraction and knowledge representation with
inference models. During the process we primarily focus on acquiring
knowledge and building up a scalable user model to formulate future an-
swers based on current answers that same user has processed. According
to evaluation we carried out based on the TREC resources shows that
proposed technology is promising and effective in question answering.
Keywords: Question answering, Answer formulation, Interaction his-
tory, Natural Language Processing
1 Introduction
Question answering systems are designed to present an answer for a given ques-
tion composed in natural language. Due to this fact, from existing question
answering systems such as AnswerBus [1], START [2] and WolframAlpha [3] to
early question answering systems like LUNAR and BASEBALL [4] shared the
same objective of generating the answer through diverse research attempts. All
aforementioned question answering systems considered questions as independent
units and generated answers based on the information retrieval and extraction
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modules that are integrated. Recently, when attempting to investigate new di-
mensions in question answering, answer formulation and presentation also be-
came a featuring factor [5].
Answer formulation is considered to be the final step in question answering sys-
tems which is responsible for presenting the answer to the user. As most of the
early researches extensively focused on question processing and candidate answer
extraction approaches, this unit kept relatively untouched. However, competi-
tion which is arisen among question answering systems, opened the path to
discover novel ways of answer formulation which can immensely contribute for
the uniqueness of a question answering system.
In this paper, we investigate a technique called Interaction History based An-
swer Formulation (IHAF) to build a user model to generate more personalized
answers for users based on the past interactions for that particular user. We
conduct experiments based on TREC question set and with different variations.
However, it should be emphasised that in this implementation of question an-
swering system, we are not going to mine the answers from the web or from a
corpus. Instead we have provided the ranked sentence list from TREC to extract
answers. This is carried out basically because of our attention is not on question
answering itself but on answer formulation where underlying question answering
system is not relevant for the process.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section is commit-
ted to related work. In Section 3, we discuss about our approach towards the
issue we have identified and provide complete overview of the technique. Section
4 is concentrated on results and evaluation schema we have used to assess our
novel approach. In Section 5, discussion on the technique in relation to results
is presented covering different perspectives. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude
showing future directions of this new method towards question answering.
2 Related Work
Answer formulation for question answering systems is first brought into broad
discussion by Hirschman and Gaizauskas [6] through an analysis of current ques-
tion answering strategies. However, there are significant research attempts taken
towards presenting and formulating an answer in question answering.
Wang et al. [7] present an interesting idea of generating answer based on rela-
tions mined based on focus information. Though, it does not express personalized
answer generation method, employing pre-mined relations to generate answers
draws the attention as a new method. Moving to an innovative direction au-
thors of [8] propose a slightly different method. They utilize past answers to
generate answers for new questions where they employ Yahoo! Answers track.
This research is based on surface level feature extraction of top candidate and
then classification through a random forest classifier. As answer generation is
applied with the vision of social engagement, personalization of a particular an-
swer based on the user is not treated. Evaluation shows that it has achieved good
result in answer generation, but content applicability for the new question is not
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measured in a qualitative approach. Similar technique used in [8] is noticed in
[9] and [10] as well with slight changes in the process.
Ni et al. [11] build a topic based user interest model to integrate with question
answering. Though this research sounds well in the area of user based question
answering, the model they propose is used only to recommend appropriate ques-
tions. Also it is observed that this proposed model is using latent topic model
which limit the model to top level topic based user model. In contrast to this
method, seminal work presented by Nyberg et al. [12] show an approach in-
spired by methodology showcased by Hovy [13]. Utilization of user discourse to
boost the question answering based on the classified question types signals that
this research is focusing on the question processing based on the user supplied
concepts. But the lack of user centred question processing is still not achieved
efficiently here. Advanced approach towards question processing with existing
knowledge is demonstrated in system proposed by Harabagiu and Hickl [14]. In
this novel attempt, Harabagiu and Hickl endeavour the gap between existing
knowledge utilization and answer formulation through a promising application.
Though this research significantly lies in the shallow text processing area, the
concept unveiled and model built are extremely useful when mining answers for
questions based on the existing knowledge that is already acquired.
Moving few steps further, Higashinaka and Isozaki [15] encompass the usage of
casual expression patterns for answer extraction. Grounded on a corpus based
technique to mine features to build the casual expression patterns, researchers
attempt to apply the resulting model in a open domain question answering sys-
tem. Different dimensions in the evaluation carried out by this research shows
that their model outperforms in most of the scenarios. Basically, employing a
WHY-type question set in the training and attempting to build a typological
answer extraction model seems to be promising. Several early attempts such
as [16], [17] and [18] also express similar candidate answer formulation models.
When it comes to the feature selection and applicability in the question process-
ing steps, model developed by Higashinaka and Isozaki can be considered as a
more improved procedure.
3 Interaction History based Answer Formulation (IHAF)
We have separated the contexts of user model building and answer formulation
to two sections in order to focus on them more thoroughly. In next sections
we delineate the framework of complete process resulted through our research.
Before moving into the complete process, we first examine basic utilities that
are built to serve the high level goal of the system.
3.1 Basic utilities incorporated
In this section we define some basic functionalities that we employ during user
model building and answer formulation.
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Generating Typed Dependency Parses Typed dependency parsing is a way
of representing dependencies between words given in a sentence structure with
labelled grammatical relations [19] [20]. We employed dependency parsing mainly
because of compared to a phrase structure with constituency, dependency parsing
can easily transformed in to relation schema. Another, noteworthy point to notice
here is that as labelled grammatical relations are present it can later be modified
and normalized into more accurate relation if resulting typed dependency is
not suitable to generate a relation. For the dependency parsing we utilize the
Stanford parser based on 50 grammatical relations [20] [19]. Dependency Parse
(DP) generated for a selected question from TREC development set is shown in
Fig. 1.
When did Nelson Mandela become President of South Africa ?
ROOT
advmod
aux
nn
nsubj
cop
prep nn
pobj
Fig. 1. Example of dependency parse of a question
From Dependency Parses to Conceptual Graph Conversion from typed
dependency parse to the Conceptual Graph (CG) is also considered as a princi-
pal process in representation workflow. Conceptual graphs introduced by Sowa
[21] is considered as the basis of ontology and related knowledge representation
strategies. An example CG we expect from question considered in Fig. 1 is shown
in Fig. 2. As conversion of a language structure to a knowledge structure requires
considerable effort, we have defined a set of rule set for 8 different case relations
based on thematic roles, named entities and user defined types which are shown
in Table 1. In all other cases where we are unable to label with appropriate case
role of CG relation, by default typed dependency label is used.
We employed conceptual graphs after consideration several representation
strategies such as lexical ontologies [22], frames [23] and semi-structured lan-
guage fragments [24]. Factor that influenced us to choose CG, is the opportunity
it provides to infer based on the model developed using Common Logic (CL)
and six canonical formation rules [21] which supports us to perform projection
operators which will be discussed in following section.
Key factor we noticed during preliminary analysis on conversion process is that
DP structure is not identically mapped with CG. Therefore, simple conversion
from one to one mapping converting DP root to CG root can lead us to severe
errors in structure. Due to this major emphasis is placed on identifying a gener-
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Table 1. Defined case relations
Case Relation Abbreviation Description
Agent Agnt Main actor of the event
Transition Tran Transition from one state to another
Attribute Attr Property of a object
Patient Ptnt Object which is subjected to an action
Experiencer Expr Object that experience the event
Recipient Rcpt Object that receive something
Temporal Temp Time related factor
State Stat Current state of the object
PERSON:
Nelson
Mandela
Agnt become
Temp
When
Tran President
Prep
LOCATION:South Africa
Fig. 2. Example of conceptual graph of a question
alizable rule set to convert DP structure to a CG representation. Algorithm. 1
depicts the flow of applying rules during the conversion phase.
For the phrase extraction, we employ a three step process of a) stop word re-
moval of the question b) stemming using Porter stemmer [25] c) calculation of
Term Frequency and Inverse Sentence Frequency (TF-ISF) for the decomposed
question terms.
As an initial step, Named Entity Recognition (NER) is also engaged using
Conditional Random Field based NER tool - Stanford NER. The idea of NER
is to output more semantically rich CG constructs labelled with entity type,
which is again useful in searching based on type. Following initial steps, we then
check the best candidate for the root of the CG (CGRoot). This is based on the
condition that if DP is consisted of a copular verb (DPcopv ), then it is selected
by default and if not we continue with root of DP (DPRoot). Then after removal
of all WH-pronouns, root of CG, root of DP and remaining auxiliary verbs
and prepositions, we start relation generation where 9 different relation types
are considered based on 9 different rule sets (ruleSet<TY PE>). Each relation is
labelled with the matching relation found (< TY PE >p) based on the considered
phrase (p). In case if matching relation is not found based on the predefined rule
set, relation present in the DP is used to label the generated relation. Result of
this flow is a CG which we later can be used with projection operators.
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Algorithm 1: Flow of converting DP to mapping CG
Data: DP: Typed dependency representation, P:Extracted phrases of question
Result: CG:Conceptual Graph
begin
E ←− RecognizeNamedEntities(Q);
if DPcopv 6= NULL and DPRoot 6= DPcopv then
CGRoot ←− DPcopv ;
else
CGRoot ←− DPRoot;
P ← P − {WHpronoun, CGRoot, DPprep, DPaux};
for p ∈ P do
switch p do
// Only one case is shown for 8 cases needed for 8
different relation types - replacing <TYPE> generic
type with Agnt, Ptnt, Expr, etc.
case relationp ∈ ruleSet<TY PE>
if p hasRelationWith CGRoot then
generateRelation(< TY PE >p,CGRoot);
else
generateRelation(< TY PE >p,DPrelatedPhrase);
// ...... remaining cases
otherwise
generateRelation(DP − Typep,DPrelatedPhrase);
if p ∈ E then
labelWithEntityType(p);
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Conceptual Graph Projection CG projection is the process of extracting
or generating advanced knowledge based on two or more CGs. In our case, we
utilize a simple projection operator based on nodes in the CG. Properties that
are considered in projection are, named entities, root of CG and the specified
CG relation (ex: agent, patient, etc.). Example projection based on our previous
example in Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3. In this example we assume that CG for
”Jacob Suma became president of South Africa in 2009” exists in the knowledge
base.
PERSON:
Nelson
Mandela
Agnt become
Temp
When
Tran President
Prep
LOCATION:South Africa
PERSON:
Jacob
Suma
Agnt become
Temp
2009
Tran President
Prep
LOCATION:South Africa
Fig. 3. Example of conceptual graph projection
According to the projection shown in Fig. 3, it can be noticed that named
entities and temporal event annotations (When and 2009) are projected provid-
ing opportunity to extract necessary knowledge. Building the required natural
language answer will be discussed in Section 3.3.
3.2 Building the user model
Most significant element that is presented by this research can be considered as
the user model that we have designed to build in order to link questions with
previously processed questions by the same user.However, it is heavily dependant
on basic utilities we described in Section 3.1.
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Below we have defined the basic work flow of the user model creation based on
the utilities discussed above.
1. Generate the Typed Dependency Parses (DP) of the question
2. Map the parsed question to Conceptual Graph (CG)
3. Save the CG to the knowledge base
The knowledge base constructed at this point will be unique and will be consid-
ered as the user model for that particular user.
For the initial training 120 questions are suggested to commence the model
building process as it it needs considerable amount of question classes and an-
swer candidates to link with next questions. This 120 questions, defined as the
start-up items are selected based on 3 factors from TREC-9 data set, a) question
type (WH-type) b) question target (person, location, date/time, etc.) c) named
entities mentioned (ex: South Africa, Nelson Mandela,Jacob Suma, etc). Basis
of selecting these 3 factors is adopted from several past research attempts which
have highlighted the importance of them running empirical methods towards
question answering [26–28].
3.3 Answer formulation
In this section, we describe the approach taken towards generating answer for a
given question employing an existing user model.
1. Generate the Typed Dependency Parses (DP) of the question
2. Map the parsed question to Conceptual Graph (CG)
3. Project CG to user model elements and extract similar structures
4. Generate language structures based on inferences and previous interactions
acquired from user model
Answer formulation also utilize the basic utilities discussed, but move further
with extracted knowledge from user model by building natural language. For the
purpose of building naturally looking answer, we employ a surface realization
engine where we get the final answer based on the structures defined. SimpleNLG
[29] has shown high flexibility during our analysis for suitable realization engines.
Structuring templates are defined by authors for the SimpleNLG to output the
final natural language text for the given answer.
4 Results
For the evaluation, we employed TREC-8 [30] question set containing 200 ques-
tions. Main reason behind this section is that unlike TREC-9 and later TREC
data sets, TREC-9 specifically focus on entity based answer extraction. As the
approach discussed here is also based on entity types, TREC-8 provided us the
most appropriate selection for the context.
To get a better understanding of the process, we carried out the evaluation in
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Table 2. Evaluation setup
Type Traning setup (#questions [TREC-
type])
Testing setup (#questions [TREC-
type])
T-1 120 [TREC-9] 200 [TREC-8]
T-2 240 [TREC-9] 200 [TREC-8]
T-3 360 [TREC-9] 200 [TREC-8]
T-4 480 [TREC-9] 200 [TREC-8]
T-5 200 [TREC-8] 200 [TREC-8]
5 different steps which is depicted in Table 2 with different number of questions
for both training and testing.
During evaluation, we noticed that user model built based on initial training
phase is used for four different target types, date/time, number, currency and
distance are not fairly distributed in two different TREC datasets. It is also
valuable to mention that while the execution, our system was able to link ques-
tions from testing set as well , but which we neglected as we strictly believed
that answers must be drawn only from training set. To provide a baseline for
the evaluation, we consulted Cosine Similarity (CS) between new question and
previously processed question. If two questions (stop words removed) are shown
in vectors A and B, then CS between A and B can be calculated as,
CS(A,B) =
∑n
i=1 tAi × tBi√∑n
i=1(tAi)
2 ×√∑ni=1(tBi)2 (1)
where, ti is the term weight for a word wi, for which TF-ISF (Term Frequency,
Inverse Sentence Frequency) value is used.
Table 3. Evaluation results
Test type Precision Recall F-measure (IHBQA) F-measure (baseline)
T-1 0.38 0.5 0.43 0.34
T-2 0.53 0.6 0.56 0.42
T-3 0.42 0.53 0.46 0.41
T-4 0.39 0.52 0.44 0.29
T-5 0.53 0.8 0.63 0.55
Table 3 shows the results we acquired during our evaluation phase. While
testing with TREC-8 question sets, we noticed that some questions exists with
answers having different measurement units. For example, miles and kilometres
both are used (ex: Question 9 and Question 150) when providing answers for
questions. To provide equal treatment during answer search, we manually con-
verted them to metric units. It is also noteworthy to mention that as we are
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not involving with a question processing and answer extraction unit as in most
question answering systems, results we achieved are completely focused on an-
swer formulation. Therefore, error rate occurs in actual answer extraction with
incorrect answers is not included here, as we are already having the exact answer
for every question processed.
5 Discussion
According to the evaluation we carried out in 5 stage process, it can be noticed
that random incrementation of number of question has no effect in accuracy of
answer formulation. Through examination of this issue, highlighted two main
factors to further investigate. Firstly, as we are incrementing questions in ran-
dom fashion, number of recognized named entities has not proportionally incre-
mented. This is partially due to the weakness of the NER tool that we employed
to this research. Secondly, when number of questions increase, it is observed that
CG projection operator has more choices based on inference rules used. This has
lead the system to retrieve some of the less significant items due to overlapping
inference rules.
Generally, our approach has produced errors when processing context sensitive
questions which are difficult to determine the type by WH-pronoun. One such
erroneous observation is following two questions which are linked during evalu-
ation without having similar context or target type:
– What is the fare cost for the round trip between New York and London on
Concorde?
– What is the duration of the trip from Bristol to London by rail?
During the evaluation, it has reached to its highest accuracy in test type-5
, when same test collection is used for the training phase. As we investigated
this is mainly due to the style of TREC-8 questions, which are more focused on
entity types and much simpler than TREC-9 questions considering context and
target identification.
Though these experiments provides standard levels to compare with, the most
appropriate evaluation that can be applied for a question answering system in
this nature is the real world evaluation. As there are multiple entities incorpo-
rated and question types are difficult to determine, answer formulation for real
world question answering can place a benchmark on evaluation in a more precise
manner. However, at this stage, no real world evaluation is done with human
involvement which lies as a future goal.
Overall, though our approach has not achieved high accuracy in evaluation, it
can be noticed that approach is still feasible and promising in answer formu-
lation. As mentioned earlier, observed issues are mainly due to the process we
have engaged for the CG construction and processing which can be considered
as a main unit that contributes for user model building.
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6 Conclusion and future work
We presented a novel, answer formulation approach for question answering based
on the concept of interaction history of a user. In contrast to previous approaches,
this new model targeted on more personalized answer - considering that linking
with earlier acquired knowledge can dramatically increase the usefulness of an
answer. User model and CG generation methods presented through this research
can be seen as first step towards answer formulation for question answering with
emphasis on interaction history. However, it should not be seen as a complete
model. Through, observations during the evaluation, we noticed severe issues
that lead our system to erroneous results as mentioned in previous section. Ad-
dressing these issues is necessary and important when attempting to build more
personalized answer formulation for open domain question answering.
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